Radioactivity was discovered as a by-product of searching for elements with suitable chemical properties. Understanding its characteristics led to the development of nuclear physics, understanding that unstable configurations of nucleons transform into stable end products through radioactive decay. In the universe, nuclear reactions create new nuclei under the energetic circumstances characterising cosmic nucleosynthesis sites, such as the cores of stars and supernova explosions. Observing the radioactive decays of unstable nuclei, which are by-products of such cosmic nucleosynthesis, is a special discipline of astronomy. Understanding these special cosmic sites, their environments, their dynamics, and their physical processes, is the Astrophysics with Radioactivities that makes the subject of this book. We address the history, the candidate sites of nucleosynthesis, the different observational opportunities, and the tools of this field of astrophysics.
Origin of Radioactivity
The nineteenth century spawned various efforts to bring order into the elements encountered in nature. Among the most important was an inventory of the elements assembled by the Russian chemist Dimitri Mendeleyev in 1869, which grouped elements according to their chemical properties, their valences, as derived from the compounds they were able to form, at the same time sorting the elements by atomic weight. The genius of Mendeleyev lay in his confidence in these sorting principles, which enforce gaps in his table for expected but then unknown elements, and Mendeleyev was able to predict the physical and chemical properties of such elements-to-be-found. The tabular arrangement invented by Mendeleyev ( Fig. 1 ) still is in use today, and is being populated at the high-mass end by the great experiments in heavy-ion collider laboratories to create the short-lived elements predicted to exist. The second half of the nineteenth century thus saw scientists being all-excited about chemistry and the fascinating discoveries one could make using Mendeleyev's sorting principles. Note that this was some 30 years before sub-atomic particles and the atom were discovered. Today the existence of 118 elements is firmly established 1 , the latest additions no. 113-118 all discovered in year 2016, which reflects the concerted experimental efforts. In the late nineteenth century, scientists also were excited about new types of penetrating radiation. Conrad Röntgen's discovery in 1895 of X-rays as a type of electromagnetic radiation is important for understanding the conditions under which Antoine Henri Becquerel discovered radioactivity in 1896. Becquerel also was engaged in chemical experiments, in his research on phosphorescence exploiting the chemistry of photographic-plate materials. At the time, Becquerel had prepared some plates treated with uranium-carrying minerals, but did not get around to make the planned experiment. When he found the plates in their dark storage some time later, he accidentally processed them, and was surprised to find an image of a coin which happened to have been stored with the plates. Excited about X-rays, he believed he had found yet another type of radiation. Within a few years, Becquerel with Marie and Pierre Curie and others recognised that the origin of the observed radiation were elemental transformations of the uranium minerals: The physical process of radioactivity had been found! The revolutionary aspect of elements being able to spontaneously change their nature became masked at the beginning of the twentieth century, when sub-atomic particles and the atom were discovered. But well before atomic and quantum physics began to unfold, the physics of weak interactions had already been discovered in its form of radioactivity.
The different characteristics of different chemical elements and the systematics of Mendeleyev's periodic table were soon understood from the atomic structure of a compact and positively charged nucleus and a number of electrons orbiting the nucleus and neutralising the charge of the atom. Bohr's atomic model led to the dramatic developments of quantum mechanics and spectroscopy of atomic shell transitions. But already in 1920, Ernest Rutherford proposed that an electrically neutral particle of similar mass as the hydrogen nucleus (proton) was to be part of the compact atomic nucleus. It took more than two decades to verify by experiment the existence of this 'neutron', by James Chadwick in 1932. The atomic nucleus, too, was seen as a quantum mechanical system composed of a multitude of particles bound by the strong nuclear force. This latter characteristic is common to 'hadrons', i.e. the electrically charged proton and the neutron, the latter being slightly more massive 2 . Neutrons remained a mystery for so long, as they are unstable and decay with a mean life of 880 seconds from the weak interaction into a proton, an electron, and an anti-neutrino. This is the origin of radioactivity.
The chemical and physical characteristics of an element are dominated by their electron configuration, hence by the number of charges contained in the atomic electron cloud, which again is dictated by the charge of the atomic nucleus, the number of protons. The number of neutrons included in the nucleus are important as they change the mass of the atom, however the electron configuration and hence the properties are hardly affected. Therefore, we distinguish isotopes of each particular chemical element, which are different in the number of neutrons included in the nucleus, but carry the same charge of the nucleus. For example, we know of three stable isotopes of oxygen as found in nature, 16 O, 17 O, and 18 O. There are more possible nucleus configurations of oxygen with its eight protons, ranging from 13 O as the lightest and 24 O as the most massive known isotope.
An isotope is defined by the number of its two types of nucleons 3 , protons (the number of protons defines the charge number Z) and neutrons (the sum of the numbers of protons and neutrons defines the mass number A), written as A X for an element 'X'. Note that some isotopes may exist in different nuclear quantum states which have significant stability by themselves, so that transitions between these configurations may liberate the binding energy differences; such states of the same isotope are called isomers. The landscape of isotopes is illustrated in Fig. 2 , with black symbols as the naturally-existing stable isotopes, and coloured symbols for unstable isotopes.
Unstable isotopes, once produced, will be radioactive, i.e. they will transmute to other isotopes through nuclear interactions, until at the end of such a decay chain a stable isotope is produced. Weak interactions will mediate transitions between protons and neutrons and lead to neutrino emission, involvements of atomic-shell electrons will result in X-rays from atomic-shell transitions after electron capture and internal-conversion transitions, and γ-rays will be emitted in electromagnetic transitions between excitation levels of a nucleus.
The production of non-natural isotopes and thus the generation of man-made radioactivity led to the Nobel Prize in Chemistry being awarded to Jean Frédéric Joliot-Curie and his wife Iréne in 1935 -the second Nobel Prize awarded for the subject of radioactivity after the 1903 award jointly to Pierre Curie, Marie Skłodowska Curie, and Henri Becquerel, also in the field of Chemistry. At the time of writing, element 118 called oganesson (Og) is the most massive superheavy element which has been synthesised and found to exist at least for short 2 The mass difference is (Patrignani & (Particle Data Group) 2016) 1.293332 MeV = 939.565413 -938.272081 MeV for the mass of neutron and proton, respectively. One may think of the proton as the lowest-energy configuration of a hadron, that is the target of matter in a higher state, such as the combined proton-electron particle, more massive than the proton by the electron mass plus some binding energy of the quark constituents of hadrons.
3 The sub-atomic particles in the nucleus are composed of three quarks, and also called baryons. Together with the two-quark particles called mesons, they form the particles called hadrons, which obey the strong nuclear force. versus proton number (ordinate). The stable elements are marked in black. All other isotopes are unstable, or radioactive, and will decay until a stable nucleus is obtained.
time intervals, although more massive elements may exist in an island of stability beyond. Depending on the astrophysical objective, radioactive isotopes may be called shortlived, or long-lived, depending on how the radioactive lifetime compares to astrophysical time scales of interest. Examples are the utilisation of 26 Al and 60 Fe (τ ∼My) diagnostics of the early solar system (short-lived, Chap. 6) or of nucleosynthesis source types .
Which radioactive decays are to be expected? What are stable configurations of nucleons inside the nuclei involved in a production and decay reaction chain? The answer to this involves an understanding of the nuclear forces and reactions, and the structure of nuclei. This is an area of current research, characterised by combinations of empirical modeling, with some capability of ab initio physical descriptions, and far from being fully understood.
Nevertheless, a few general ideas appear well established. One of these is recognising a system's trend towards minimising its total energy, and inspecting herein the concept of nuclear binding energy. It can be summarised in the expression for nuclear masses (Weizsäcker 1935) :
with
The total binding energy (BE) is used as a key parameter for a system of nucleons, and nucleons may thus adopt bound states of lower energy than the sum of the free nucleons, towards a global minimum of system energy. Thus, in a thermal mixture of nucleons, bound nuclei will be formed, and their abundance depends on their composition and shape, and on the overall system temperature, defining how the totally-available phase space of internal and kinetic energy states is populated. The nucleonic systems would thus have local maxima of binding energy from (1) the odd-even effect described by the last term, which results in odd-nucleon nuclei being less favored that even-nucleon nuclei, and (2) a general excess of neutrons would be favored by the asymmetry term, which results in heavier nuclei being relatively more neutron rich. The other concept makes use of entropy, recognising the relation of this thermodynamic variable to the over-all state of a complex multi-particle and multi-state system. A change in entropy corresponds to a change in the micro-states available to the system. For an infinitesimal change in entropy, we have
where Y i are the fractional abundances by number of a species i, e.g. i= 12 C, or 4 He, or protons 1 H, and µ is the thermodynamic potential 4 of species i. Hence, for our application, if the isotopic composition of a nucleonic mixture changes, its entropy will also change. Or, conversely, the entropy, normalised by the number of baryons in the system, will be a characteristic for the composition:
with the interpretation of entropy related to the (logarithm of) the number Γ of micro-states available:
This thermodynamic view allows to calculate equilibrium compositions, as they depend on the temperature and on the entropy per baryon. With
the photon to baryon ratio also serves as a measure of the entropy per baryon. This consideration of thermodynamic equilibrium can be carried through to write down the nuclear Saha equation for the composition for an isotope with mass A and charge Z:
Herein, G(Z i , A i ) is the nuclear partition function giving the number of micro-states for the particular isotope, ζ (3) is the Riemann function of argument 3, and we find again the binding energy BE and also the thermal energy k B T . Φ is defined as ratio of photon number to baryon number, and is proportional to the entropy per baryon, thus including the phase space for the plasma constituents. This equation links the proton and neutron abundances to the abundances of all other isotopes, with the characteristic isotope properties of mass m N , mass and charge numbers A, Z, and internal micro-states G, using the different forms of energy (rest mass, thermal, and binding), as well as the characteristic entropy. Illustrative examples of how entropy helps to characterise isotopic mixtures are: For high temperatures and entropies, a composition with many nuclei, such as rich in α nuclei would be preferred (e.g. near the big bang in the early universe), while at lower entropy values characteristic for stellar cores a composition of fewer components favouring tightly-bound nucleons in Fe nuclei would be preferred (e.g. in supernova explosions).
With such knowledge about nuclear structure in hand, we can look at the possible configurations that may exist: Those with a minimum of total energy will be stable, all others unstable or radioactive. Fig. 2 shows the table of isotopes, encoded as stable (black) and unstable isotopes, the latter decaying by β − -decay (blue) and β + -decay (orange). This is an illustration of the general patterns among the available nuclear configurations. The ragged structure signifies that there are systematic variations of nuclear stability with nucleon number, some nucleonic numbers allowing for a greater variety of stable configurations of higher binding energy. These are, in particular, magic numbers of protons and neutrons of 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, and 82 . We now know approximately 3100 such isotopes making up the 118 now-known chemical elements, but only 286 of these isotopes are considered stable. The (7 th ) edition of the Karlsruher Nuklidkarte (2007) (Pfennig et al. 2007 ) lists 2962 experimentally-observed isotopes and 652 isomers, its first edition (1958) included 1297 known isotopes of 102 then-known elements. Theoretical models of atomic nuclei, on the other hand, provide estimates of what might still be open to discovery, in terms of isotopes that might exist but either were not produced in the nearby universe or are too shortlived to be observed. Recent models predict existence of over 9000 nuclei (Erler et al. 2012; Xia et al. 2018) .
It is the subject of this book to explain in detail the astrophysical implications of this characteristic process of nuclear rearrangements, and what can be learned from measurements of the messengers of radioactive decays. But first we describe the phenomenon of radioactivity in more detail.
Processes of Radioactivity
The number of decays at each time should be proportional to the number of currentlyexisting radioisotopes:
Here N is the number of isotopes, and the radioactive-decay constant λ is the characteristic of a particular radioactive species. Therefore, in an ensemble consisting of a large number of identical and unstable isotopes, their number remaining after radioactive decay declines exponentially 6 with time:
The decay time τ is the inverse of the radioactive-decay constant, and τ characterises the time after which the number of isotopes is reduced by decay to 1/e of the original number. Correspondingly, the radioactive half-life T 1/2 , is defined as the time after which the number of isotopes is reduced by decay to 1/2 of the original amount, with
The above exponential decay law is a consequence of a surprisingly simple physical property: The probability per unit time for a single radioactive nucleus to decay is independent of the age of that nucleus. Unlike our common-sense experience with living things, decay does not become more likely as the nucleus ages. Radioactive decay is a nuclear transition from one set of nucleons constituting a nucleus to a different and energetically-favored set with the same number of nucleons. Different types of interactions can mediate such a transition (see below). In β -decays it is mediated by the weak transition of a neutron into a proton and vice versa 5 , or more generally, nucleons of one type into the other type 6 :
If such a process occurs inside an atomic nucleus, the quantum state of the nucleus is altered. Depending on the variety of configurations in which this new state may be realized (i.e. the phase space available to the decaying nucleus), this change may be more or less likely, in nature's attempt to minimize the total energy of a composite system of nucleons. The decay probability λ per unit time for a single radioactive nucleus is therefore a property which is specific to each particular type of isotope. It can be estimated by Fermi's Golden Rule formula though timedependent perturbation theory (e.g. Messiah 1962 ). When schematically simplified to convey the main ingredients, the decay probability is:
where ρ(W ) is the number of final states having suitable energy W . The detailed theoretical description involves an integral over the final kinematic states, suppressed here for simplicity. The matrix element V f i is the result of the transitioncausing potential between initial and final states. In the general laboratory situation, radioactive decay involves a transition from the ground state of the parent nucleus to the daughter nucleus in an excited state. But in cosmic environments, nuclei may be part of hot plasma, and temperatures exceeding millions of degrees lead to population of excited states of nuclei. Thus, quantum mechanical transition rules may allow and even prefer other initial and final states, and the nuclear reactions involving a radioactive decay become more complex. Excess binding energy will be transferred to the end products, which are the daughter nucleus plus emitted (or absorbed, in the case of electron capture transitions) leptons (electrons, positrons, neutrinos) and γ-ray photons.
The occupancy of nuclear states is mediated by the thermal excitation spectrum of the Boltzmann distribution of particles, populating states at different energies according to:
Here k B is Boltzmann's constant, T the temperature of the particle population, E the energy, and G j the statistical weight factor of all different possible states j which correspond to a specific energy E 7 . In natural environments, particles will populate different states as temperature dictates. Transition rates among states thus will depend on temperature. Inside stars, and more so in explosive environments, temperatures can reach ranges which are typical for nuclear energy-level differences. Therefore, in cosmic sites, radioactive decay time scales may be significantly different from what we measure in terrestrial laboratories on cold samples (see Section 2 for more detail).
Also the atomic-shell environment of a nucleus may modify radioactive decay, if a decay involves capture or emission of an electron to transform a proton into a neutron, or vice versa. Electron capture decays are inhibited in fully-ionized plasma, due to the non-availability of electrons. Also β − -decays are affected, as the phase space for electrons close to the nucleus is influenced by the population of electron states in the atomic shell.
After Becquerel's discovery of radioactivity in 1896, Rutherford and others found out in the early 20 th century that there were different types of radioactive decay (Rutherford 1903) . They called them α decay, β decay and γ decay, terms which are still used today. It was soon understood that they are different types of interactions, all causing the same, spontaneous, and time-independent decay of an unstable nucleus into another and more stable nucleus. Alpha decay : This describes the ejection of a 4 He nucleus from the parent radioactive nucleus upon decay. 4 He nuclei have since been known also as alpha particles for that reason. This decay is intrinsically fast, as it is caused by the strong nuclear interaction quickly clustering the nucleus into an alpha particle and the daughter nucleus. Since α-nuclei are tighly-bound, they have been found as sub-structures even within nuclei. In the cases of nuclei much heavier than Fe, a nucleus thus consisting of many nucleons and embedded α clusters can find a preferred state for its number of nucleons by separation of such an α cluster, liberating the binding-energy difference 8 . In such heavy nuclei, Coulomb repulsion helps to overcome the potential barrier which is set up by the strong nuclear force, and decay can occur through emission of an α particle. The α particle tunnels, with some calculable probability, through the potential barrier, towards an overall more stable and less-energetic assembly of the nucleons.
An example of α decay is 88 Ra 226 ⇒ 86 Rn 222 + 2 He 4 , which is one step in the decay series starting from 238 U. The daughter nucleus , 86 Rn 222 , has charge Z − 2, where Z is the original charge of the radioactive nucleus (Z=88 in this example), because the α particle carried away two charge units from the original radioactive 7 States may differ in their quantum numbers, such as spin, or orbital-momenta projections; if they obtain the same energy E, they are called degenerate. 8 The binding energy per nucleon is maximized for nucleons bound as a Fe nucleus. 8 nucleus. Such decay frequently leads to an excited state of the daughter nucleus.
Kinetic energy E α for the α particle is made available from the nuclear binding energy liberation expressed by the Q-value of the reaction if the mass of the radioactive nucleus exceeds the sum of the masses of the daughter nucleus and of the helium nucleus 9 :
The range of the α particle (its stopping length) is about 2.7 cm in standard air (for an α particle with E α of 4 MeV), and it will produce about 2×10 5 ionizations before being stopped. Even in a molecular cloud, though its range would be perhaps 10 14 times larger, the α particle would not escape from the cloud. Within small solids (dust grains), the trapping of radioactive energy from α decay provides a source of heat which may result in characteristic melting signatures 10 .
Beta decay: This is the most-peculiar radioactive decay type, as it is caused by the nuclear weak interaction which converts neutrons into protons and vice versa. The neutrino ν carries energy and momentum to balance the dynamic quantities, as Pauli famously proposed in 1930 (Pauli did not publish this conjecture until 1961 in a letter he wrote to colleagues). The ν was given its name by Fermi, and was discovered experimentally in 1932 by James Chadwick, i.e. after Wolfgang Pauli had predicted its existence. Neutrinos from the Sun have been discovered to oscillate between flavors. β decays are being studied in great detail by modern physics experiments, to understand the nature and mass of the ν. Understanding β decay challenges our mind, as it involves several such unfamiliar concepts and particles. There are three types 11 of β -decay:
In addition to eq. 11 (β − decay), these are the conversion of a proton into a neutron (β + decay), and electron capture. The weak interaction itself involves two different aspects with intrinsic and different strength, the vector and axial-vector couplings. The V 2 f i term in eq. 13 thus is composed of two terms. These result in Fermi and Gamow-Teller transitions, respectively (see Langanke & Martínez-Pinedo 2003 , for a review of weak-interaction physics in nuclear astrophysics).
An example of β decay is 13 7 N −→ 13 6 C + e + + ν, having mean lifetime τ near 10 minutes. The kinetic energy Q of the two leptons, as well as the created electron's mass, must be provided by the radioactive nucleus having greater mass than the sum of the masses of the daughter nucleus and of an electron (neglecting the comparatively-small neutrino mass). 9 These masses may be either nuclear masses or atomic masses, the electron number is conserved, and their binding energies are negligible, in comparison.
10 Within an FeNi meteorite, e.g., an α particle from radioactivity has a range of only ∼10 µm. 11 We ignore here two additional β decays which are possible from ν and ν captures, due to their small probabilities. where these masses are nuclear masses, not atomic masses. A small fraction of the energy release Q β appears as the recoil kinetic energy of the daughter nucleus, but the remainder appears as the kinetic energy of electron and of neutrino.
Capture of an electron is a two-particle reaction, the bound atomic electron e − or a free electron in hot plasma being required for this type of β decay. Therefore, depending on availability of the electron, electron-capture β decay lifetimes can be very different for different environments. In the laboratory case, electron capture usually involves the 1s electrons of the atomic structure surrounding the radioactive nucleus, because those present their largest density at the nucleus.
In many cases the electron capture competes with e + + ν emission. In above example, 13 N can decay not only by emitting e + + ν, but also by capturing an electron: 13 7 N + e − −→ 13 6 C + ν. In this case the capture of a 1s electron happens to be much slower than the rate of e + emission. But cases exist for which the mass excess is not large enough to provide for the creation of the e + mass for emission, so that only electron capture remains to the unstable nucleus to decay. Another relevant example is the decay of 7 Be. Its mass excess over the daugther nucleus 7 Li is only 0.351 MeV. This excess is insufficient to provide for creation of the rest mass of an emitted e + , which is 0.511 MeV. Therefore, the 7 Be nucleus is stable against e + + ν emission. However, electron capture adds 0.511 MeV of rest-mass energy to the mass of the 7 Be nucleus, giving a total 0.862 MeV of energy above the mass of the 7 Li nucleus. Therefore, the e − capture process (above) emits a monoenergetic neutrino having E ν = 0.862 MeV 12 .
The situation for electron capture processes differs significantly in the interiors of stars and supernovae: Nuclei are ionized in plasma at such high temperature. The capture lifetime of 7 Be, for example, which is 53 days against 1s electron capture in the laboratory, is lengthened to about 4 months at the solar center (see theory by Bahcall 1964; Takahashi & Yokoi 1983) , where the free electron density is less at the nucleus.
The range of the β particle (its stopping length) in normal terrestrial materials is small, being a charged particle which undergoes Coulomb scattering. An MeV electron has a range of several meters in standard air, during which it loses energy by ionisations and inelastic scattering. In tenuous cosmic plasma such as in supernova remnants, or in interstellar gas, such collisions, however, become rare, and may be unimportant compared to electromagnetic interactions of the magnetic field (collisionless plasma). Energy deposit or escape is a major issue in intermediate cases, such as expanding envelopes of stellar explosions, supernovae (positrons from 56 Co and 44 Ti) and novae (many β + decays such as 13 N) (see Chapters 4, 5 , and 7 for a discussion of the various astrophysical implications). Even in small solids and dust grains, energy deposition from 26 Al β -decay, for example, injects 0.355 W kg −1 of heat. This is sufficient to result in melting signatures, which have been used to study condensation sequences of solids in the early solar system (see Chapter 6). Gamma decay: In γ decay the radioactive transition to a different and more stable nucleus is mediated by the electromagnetic interaction. A nucleus relaxes from its excited configuration of the nucleons to a lower-lying state of the same nucleons. This is intrinsically a fast process; typical lifetimes for excited states of an atomic nucleus are 10 −9 seconds. We denote such electromagnetic transitions of an excited nucleus radioactive γ-decay when the decay time of the excited nucleus is considerably longer and that nucleus thus may be considered a temporarily-stable configuration of its own, a metastable nucleus.
How is stability, or instability, of a nuclear-excited state effected? In electromagnetic transitions
the spin (angular momentum) is a conserved quantity of the system. The spin of a nuclear state is a property of the nucleus as a whole, and reflects how the states of protons and neutrons are distributed over the quantum-mechanically allowed shells or nucleon wave functions (as expressed in the shell model view of an atomic nucleus). The photon (γ quantum) emitted (eq.20) will thus have a multipolarity resulting from the spin differences of initial and final states of the nucleus. Dipole radiation is most common and has multipolarity 1, emitted when initial and final state have angular momentum difference ∆l = 1. Quadrupole radiation (multipolarity 2, from ∆l = 2) is ∼6 orders of magnitude more difficult to obtain, and likewise, higher multipolarity transitions are becoming less likely by the similar probability decreases (the Weisskopf estimates (see Weisskopf 1951) ). This explains why some excited states in atomic nuclei are much more long-lived (meta-stable) than others; their transitions to the ground state are also considered as radioactivity, and called γ decay.
The range of a γ-ray (its stopping length) is typically about 5-10 g cm −2 in passing through matter of all types. Hence, except for dense stars and their explosions, radioactive energy from γ decay is of astronomical implication only 13 .
An illustrative example of radioactive decay is the 26 Al nucleus. Its decay scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3 
Radioactivity and Cosmic Nucleosynthesis
Nuclear reactions in cosmic sites re-arrange the basic constituents of atomic nuclei (neutrons and protons) among the different allowed configurations. Throughout cosmic evolution, such reactions occur in various sites with different characteristic environmental properties. Each reaction environment leads to rearrangements of the relative abundances of cosmic nuclei. The cumulative process is called cosmic chemical evolution. 14 The cosmic abundance of a specific isotope is expressed in different ways, depending on the purpose. Counting the atoms of isotope i per unit volume, one obtains n i , the number density of atoms of species i (atoms cm −3 ). The interest of cosmic evolution and nucleosynthesis lies in the fractional abundances of species i related to the total, and how it is altered by cosmic nuclear reactions. Observers count a species i and relate it to the abundance of a reference species. For astronomers this is hydrogen. Hydrogen is the most abundant element throughout the universe, and easily observed through its characteristic atomic transitions in spectroscopic astronomical measurements. Using the definition of Avogadro's constant A Av as the number of atoms which make up A grams of species i (i.e., one mole), we can obtain abundances by mass; A Av = 6.02214 10 23 atoms mole −1 . The mass contained in a particular species S results from scaling its abundance N S 13 Gamma-rays from nuclear transitions following 56 Ni decay (though this is a β decay by itself) inject radioactive energy through γ-rays from such nuclear transitions into the supernova envelope, where it is absorbed in scattering collisions and thermalized. This heats the envelope such that thermal and optically bright supernova light is created. Deposition of γ-rays from nuclear transitions are the engines which make supernovae to be bright light sources out to the distant universe, used in cosmological studies (Leibundgut 2000) to, e.g., support evidence for dark energy.
14 We point out that there is no chemistry involved; the term refers to changes in abundances of the chemical elements, which are important for our daily-life experiences. But these are a result of the morefundamental changes in abundances of isotopes mediated by cosmic nuclear reactions. 
Fe group elements (most <ghtly bound)
<ghter--bound elements (closed shells) Figure 4 : The abundance of elements in the present-day nearby universe. Abundances (by number) are shown in a logarithmic scale, and span 12 orders of magnitude. The interplay of nuclear properties (several are indicated in the graph) with environmental conditions in cosmic nucleosynthesis sites has created this complex abundance pattern during the course of cosmic history.
by its atomic weight A. We can get a global measure for cosmic evolution of the composition of matter by tracing how much of the total mass is contained in hydrogen, helium, and the remainder of elements called metals 15 , calling these quantities X for hydrogen abundance, Y for helium abundance, and Z for the cumulative abundance of all nuclei heavier than helium. We call these mass fractions of hydrogen X, helium Y , and metals Z, with X +Y + Z = 1. The metalicity Z is a key parameter used to characterise the evolution of elemental and isotopic composition of cosmic matter. The astronomical abundance scale is set from most-abundant cosmic element Hydrogen to log(X H ) = 12 (Fig. 4) , but mineralogists and meteoriticians use Si as their reference element and set log(X Si ) = 6.
We often relate abundances also to our best-known reference, the solar system, denoting solar-system values by the symbol. Abundances of a species S are then expressed in bracket notation 16 as
Depending on observational method and precision, our astronomical data are metalicity, elemental enrichments with respect to solar abundances, or isotopic abundances. Relations to nuclear reactions are therefore often indirect. Understanding the nuclear processing of matter in the universe is a formidable challenge, often listed as one of the big questions of science. Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) about 13.8 Gyrs ago left behind a primordial composition where hydrogen (protons) and helium were the most-abundant species; the total amount of nuclei heavier than He (the metals) was less than 10 −9 (by number, relative to hydrogen (Steigman 2007) ).Today, the total mass fraction of metals in solar abundances is Z = 0.0134 (Asplund et al. 2009a ), compared to a hydrogen mass fraction of 17 X = 0.7381. This growth of metal abundances by about seven orders of magnitude is the effect of cosmic nucleosynthesis. Nuclear reactions in stars, supernovae, novae, and other places where nuclear reactions may occur, all contribute. But it also is essential that the nuclear-reaction products inside those cosmic objects will eventually be made available to observable cosmic gas and solids, and thus to later-generation stars such as our solar system born 4.6 Gyrs ago. This book will also discuss our observational potential for cosmic isotopes, and we address the constraints and biases which limit our ability to draw far reaching conclusions.
The growth of isotopic and elemental abundances from cosmic nucleosynthesis does not occur homogeneously. Rather, the cosmic abundances observed today span a dynamic range of twelve orders of magnitude between abundant hydrogen and rare heavy elements (Fig. 4) . Moreover, the elemental abundance pattern already illustrates clearly the prominent effects of nuclear structure (see Fig. 4 ): Iron elements are among the most-tightly bound nuclei, and locally elements with even 15 This nomenclature may be misleading, it is used by convenience among astrophysicists. Only a part of these elements are actually metals. 16 Deviations from the standard may be small, so that [
] may be expressed in δ units (parts per mil), or ε units (parts in 10 4 ), or ppm and ppb; δ ( 29 Si/ 28 Si) thus denotes excess of the 29 Si/ 28 Si isotopic ratio above solar values in units of 0.1%. 17 This implies a metalicity of solar matter of 1.4%. Our local reference for cosmic material composition seems to be remarkably universal. Earlier than ∼2005, the commonly-used value for solar metallicity had been 2%. numbers of nucleons are more tightly bound than elements with odd numbers of nuclei. The Helium nucleus (α-particle) also is more tightly bound than its neighbours in the chart of nuclei, hence all elements which are multiples of α's are more abundant than their neighbours.
Towards the heavier elements beyond the Fe group, abundances drop by about five orders of magnitude again, signifying a substantially-different production process than the mix of charged-particle nuclear reactions that produced the lighter elements: neutron capture on Fe seed nuclei. The two abundance peaks seen for heavier elements are the results of different environments for cosmic neutron capture reactions (the r-process and s-process), both determined by neutron capture probabilities having local extrema near magic numbers. The different peaks arise from the particular locations at which the processes' reaction path encounters these magic nuclei, as neutron captures proceed much faster (slower) than β decays in the r process (s process)..
The subjects of cosmic nucleosynthesis research are complex and diverse, and cover the astrophysics of stars, stellar explosions, nuclear reactions on surfaces of compact stars and in interstellar space. For each of the potential nuclear-reaction sites, we need to understand first how nuclear reactions proceed under the local conditions, and then how material may be ejected into interstellar space from such a source. None of the nucleosynthesis sites is currently understood to a level of detail which would be sufficient to formulate a physical description, sit back and consider cosmic nucleosynthesis understood. For example, one might assume we know our Sun as the nearest star in most detail; but solar neutrino measurements have been a puzzle only alleviated in recent years with the revolutionary adoption of non-zero masses for neutrinos, whih allow for flavour oscillations; and even then, the abundances of the solar photosphere, revised by almost a factor two based on three-dimensional models of the solar photosphere (Asplund et al. 2009b ), created surprising tension with measurements of helio-seismology and the vibrational behaviour reflected herein, and the physical descriptions in our currently-best solar model are under scrutiny (Vinyoles et al. 2017) .
As another example, there are two types of supernova explosions. Core-collapse supernovae are the presumed outcome of the final gravitational collapse of a massive star once its nuclear fuel is exhausted, and thermonuclear supernovae were thought to originate from detonation of degenerate stars once they exceed a critical threshold for nuclear burning of Carbon, the Chandrasekhar mass limit. The gravitational collapse can not easily be reverted into an explosion, and even the help of neutrinos from the newly-forming neutron star in the center appears only marginally sufficient, so that many massive stars that were thought to explode may collapse to black holes (Janka et al. 2016) . And the thermonuclear supernova variety appears to require white dwarf collisions as triggering events in some wellconstrained cases, while in other cases luminosities deviate by orders of magnitude from the expectation from a Chandrasekhar-mass white dwarf and its nuclearburning demise that once was thought to be a cosmic standard candle (Hillebrandt et al. 2013) . For neither of these supernovae, a physical model is available, which would allow us to calculate and predict the outcome (energy and nuclear ashes) under given, realistic, initial conditions (see Ch. 4 and 5) . Much research remains to be done in cosmic nucleosynthesis.
One may consider measurements of cosmic material in all forms to provide a wealth of data, which now has been exploited to understand cosmic nucleosynthesis. Note, however, that cosmic material as observed has gone through a long and ill-determined journey. We need to understand the trajectory in time and space of the progenitors of our observed cosmic-material sample if we want to interpret it in terms of cosmic nucleosynthesis. This is a formidable task, necessary for distant cosmic objects, but here averaging assumptions help to simplify studies. For more nearby cosmic objects where detailed data are obtained, astrophysical models quickly become very complex, and also need simplifying assumptions to operate for what they are needed. It is one of the objectives of cosmic nucleosynthesis studies to contribute to proper models for processes in such evolution, which are sufficiently isolated to allow their separate treatment. Nevertheless, carrying out well-defined experiments for a source of cosmic nucleosynthesis remains a challenge, due to this complex flow of cosmic matter (see Ch.'s 6 to 8).
The special role of radioactivity in such studies is contributed by the intrinsic decay of such material after it has been produced in cosmic sites. This brings in a new aspect, the clock of the radioactive decay. Technical applications widely known are based on 14 C with its half life of 5700 years, while astrophysical applications extend this to much longer half lives up to Gyrs ( 235 U has a decay time of 10 9 years). Changes in isotopic abundances with time will occur at such natural and isotope-specific rates, and will leave their imprints in observable isotopic abundance records. For example, the observation of unstable technetium in stellar atmospheres of AGB stars was undisputable proof of synthesis of this element inside the same star, because the evolutionary time of the star exceeds the radioactive lifetime of technetium. Another example, observing radioactive decay γ-ray lines from short-lived Ni isotopes from a supernova is clear proof of its synthesis in such explosions; measuring its abundance through γ-ray brightness is a direct calibration of processes in the supernova interior. A last example, solar-system meteorites show enrichments in daughter products of characteristic radioactive decays, such as 26 Al and 53 Mn; the fact that these radioactive elements were still alive at the time those solids formed sets important constraints to the time interval between the latest nucleosynthesis event near the forming Sun and the actual condensation of solid bodies in the interstellar gas accumulating to form the young solar system. This book will discuss these examples in detail, and illustrate the contributions of radioactivity studies to the subject of cosmic nucleosynthesis.
Observing radioactive Isotopes in the Universe
Astronomy has expanded beyond the narrow optical band into new astronomies in the past decades. By now, we are familiar with telescopes measuring radio and sub-mm through infrared emission towards the long wavelength end, and ultraviolet, X-ray, and γ-ray emission towards the short wavelength end (see Fig. 5 ). The physical origins of radiation are different in different bands. Thermal radiation dominates emission from cosmic objects in the middle region of the electromagnetic spectrum, from a few 10K cold molecular clouds at radio wavelengths through dust and stars up to hot interstellar gas radiating X-rays. Non-thermal emission is characteristic for the wavelength extremes, both at radio and γ-ray energies. Characteristic spectral lines originate from atomic shell electrons over most of the spectrum; nuclear lines are visible only in roughly two decades of the spectrum at 0.1-10 MeV. Few exceptional lines arise at high energy from annihilations of positrons and pions. Cosmic elements can be observed in a wide astronomical range. Isotopes, however, are observed almost exclusively through ∼MeV γ-rays Figure 5 : The electromagnetic spectrum of candidate astronomical measurements ranges across more than twenty orders of magnitude. Not all are easily accessible. Information categories of thermal and non-thermal, and of molecular, atomic, nuclear, and elementary-particle physics origins of cosmic radiation extends over different parts of this broad spectrum. Nuclear physics is directly accessible in a small band (0.1-10 MeV) only. Non-electromagnetic astronomical messengers are indicated at both ends of the electromagnetic spectrum (see Fig. 5 ). Note that nucleosynthesis reactions occur among isotopes, so that this is the prime 18 information of interest when we wish to investigate cosmic nucleosynthesis environment properties.
Only few elements such as technetium (Tc) do not have any stable isotope; therefore, elemental photospheric absorption and emission line spectroscopy, the backbone of astronomical studies of cosmic nucleosynthesis, have very limited application in astronomy with radioactivities. This is about to change currently, as spectroscopic devices in the optical and radio/sub-mm regimes advance spectral resolutions. Observational studies of cosmic radioactivities are best performed by techniques which intrinsically obtain isotopic information. These are:
• Modern spectrographs on large ground-based telescopes reach R=20000, sufficient to resolve fine structure lines and isotopic features in molecules (see Fig. 6 ). Radio spectroscopy with CO isotopes has been successfully applied since the 1990ies, and has been used mainly to track the CO molecule at different columns densities, while sub-mm lines from molecules have been demonstrated to observe specific isotopes within molecules such as 36 ArN (Schilke et al. 2014 ).
• Precision mass spectroscopy in terrestrial laboratories, which has been combined with sophisticated radiochemistry to extract meteoritic components originating from outside the solar system
• Spectroscopy of characteristic γ-ray lines emitted upon radioactive decay in cosmic environments of √ 2. Thus, we may conclude that the accuracy of our results on the 12 C/ 13 C ratios can be acceptable, and at least better than 50%, 7 except for the cases of poor 13 C (e.g., 7 By the way, the 12 C/ 13 C ratio of the binary system GJ 797B can be 104.5 ± 11.0 as a mean of those of its constituents GJ 797B-NE and 797B-SW discussed in 12 C/ 13 C 200). Although our spectral resolution is not high enough to resolve the individual 13 Groopman et al. (2015) for these references).
The two latter astronomical disciplines have a relatively young history. They encounter some limitations due to their basic methods of how astronomical information is obtained, which we therefore discuss in somewhat more detail:
• Precision mass spectrometry of meteorites for astronomy with radioactivity began about 1960 with a new discovery of now extinct radioactivity within the young solar system. From heating of samples of bulk meteorite material, the presence of a surprising excess 129 Xe had been puzzling. Through a variety of different chemical processing, this could be tracked to trapped gas enclosures in rather refractory components, which must have been enriched in 129 I at the time of formation of this meteorite. From mineralogical arguments, this component could be associated with the early solar system epoch about 4.6 Gy ago (Reynolds 1960) . This was the first evidence that the matter from which the solar system formed contained radioactive nuclei whose half-lives are too short to be able to survive from that time until today ( 129 I decays to 129 Xe within 1.7 10 7 y). Another component could be identified from most-refractory Carbon-rich material, and was tentatively identified with dust grains of pre-solar origins. Isotopic anomalies found in such extra-solar inclusions, e.g. for C and O isotopes, range over four orders of magnitude for such star dust grains as shown in Fig. 7 (Zinner 1998) , while isotopic-composition variations among bulk meteoritic-material samples are a few percent at most. These mass spectroscopy measurements are characterised by an amazing sensitivity and precision, clearly resolving isotopes and counting single atoms at ppb levels to determine isotopic ratios of such rare species with high accuracy, and nowadays even for specific, single dust grains. This may be called an astronomy in terrestrial laboratories (see Chapter 11 for instrumental and experimental aspects), and is now an established part of astrophysics (see Clayton & Nittler 2004 , for a recent review) and (e.g. Amari et al. 2014; Zinner 2014 Figure 7 : Meteoritic inclusions such as this SiC grain are recognised as dust formed near a cosmic nucleosynthesis source outside the solar system, from their large isotopic anomalies, which cannot be explained by interstellar nor solar-system processing but are reminiscent of cosmic nucleosynthesis sites. Having condensed in the envelope of a source of new isotopes, laboratory mass spectroscopy can reveal isotopic composition for many elements, thus providing a remote probe of one cosmic nucleosynthesis source. (Groopman et al. 2015) . Studies of pre-solar dust grain compositions have lead to the distinctions of grain origins from AGB stars, from supernovae, and from novae, all of which are copious producers of dust particles. Formation of stardust occurs in circumstellar environments where temperatures are cool enough (e.g. Cherchneff & Sarangi 2017 , for a recent review of the open issues). On their journey through the interstellar medium, heating and partial or complete destruction may occur from starlight or even shocks from supernovae (Zhukovska et al. 2016) . Also a variety chemical and physical reactions may reprocess dust grains (Dauphas & Schauble 2016) . Thus, the journey from the stardust source up to inclusion in meteorites which found their way to Earth remains subject to theoretical modelling and much residual uncertainty (Jones 2009 ). Nevertheless, cosmic dust particles are independent astrophysical messengers, and complement studies based on electromagnetic radiation in important ways. Grain composition and morphology from the stardust laboratory measurements are combined with astronomical results such as characteristic spectral lines (e.g. from water ice, or a prominent feature associated with silicate dust), and interpreted through (uncertain) theories of cosmic dust formation and transport (Zinner 1998; Cherchneff 2016) . Experimental difficulties and limitations arise from sample preparation through a variety of complex chemical methods, and by the extraction techniques evaporising material from the dust grain surfaces for subsequent mass spectrometry (see Chapter 10).
• Characteristic γ-ray lines from cosmic sources were not known until the 1960 ies , when space flight and its investigations of the near-earth space radiation environment had stimulated measurements of γ-rays. Kretschmer et al. 2013 ). This measurement was performed with the SPI spectrometer on INTEGRAL, an example of a present-generation space-borne γ-ray telescope. The INTEGRAL satellite (artist view picture, ESA) has two main telescopes; the spectrometer SPI, one of them, is shown at the lower-right schematically with its 19-detector Ge camera and the tungsten mask for imaging by casting a shadow onto the camera. Space-based instruments of this kind are required to directly measure the characteristic γ-ray lines from the decay of unstable isotopes near sites of current-epoch cosmic element formation.
of a cosmic γ-ray line feature near 0.5 MeV from the direction towards the center of our Galaxy in 1972 (Johnson et al. 1972 ) stimulated balloon and satellite experiments for cosmic γ-ray line spectroscopy. Radioactive isotopes are ejected into the surroundings of their nucleosynthesis sources, and become observable through their gamma-ray line emission once having left dense production sites where not even gamma-rays may escape. Nuclear gamma-rays can penetrate material layers of integrated thickness of a few grams cm −2 . A typical interstellar cloud would have ∼0.1 g cm −2 , SNIa envelopes are transparent to gamma-rays after 30-100 days, depending on explosion dynamics. Depending on radioactive lifetime, gamma-ray lines measure isotopes which originate from single sources (the short-lived isotopes) or up to thousands of sources as accumulated in interstellar space over the radioactive lifetime of long-lived isotopes (see Table 1 .2). Decay of the isotopes 26 Al, 60 Fe, 44 Ti, 57 Ni, and 56 Ni in distant cosmic sites is an established fact, and astrophysical studies make use of such measurements. The downsides of those experiments is the rather poor resolution by astronomy standards (on the order of degrees), and the sensitivity limitations due to large instrumental backgrounds, which effectively only shows the few brightest sources of cosmic γ-rays until now (see Diehl et al. 2006 , for a discussion of achievements and limitations).
Despite their youth and limitations, both methods to address cosmic radioactivities share a rather direct access to isotopic information, unlike other fields of astronomy. Isotopic abundance studies in the nuclear energy window will be complemented for specific targets and isotopes from the new opportunities in optical and radio/sub-mm spectroscopy. From a combination of all available astronomical methods, the study of cosmic nucleosynthesis will continue to advance towards a truly astrophysical decomposition of the processes and their interplays. This book describes where and how specific astronomical messages from cosmic radioactivity help to complement these studies.
